Structure-Function Analysis of Rotavirus NSP2 Octamer by Using a Novel Complementation System†
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Viral inclusion bodies, or viroplasms, that form in rotavirus-infected cells direct replication and packaging of the segmented double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) genome. NSP2, one of two rotavirus proteins needed for viroplasm assembly, possesses NTPase, RNA-binding, and helix-unwinding activities. NSP2 of the rotavirus group causing endemic infantile diarrhea (group A) was shown to self-assemble into large doughnut-shaped octamers with circumferential grooves and deep clefts containing nucleotide-binding histidine triad (HIT)-like motifs. Here, we demonstrate that NSP2 of group C rotavirus, a group that fails to reassort with group A viruses, retains the unique architecture of the group A octamer but differs in surface charge distribution. By using an NSP2-dependent complementation system, we show that the HIT-dependent NTPase activity of NSP2 is necessary for dsRNA synthesis, but not for viroplasm formation. The complementation system also showed that despite the retention of the octamer structure and the HIT-like fold, group C NSP2 failed to rescue replication and viroplasm formation in NSP2-deficient cells infected with group A rotavirus. The distinct differences in the surface charges on the Bristol and SA11 NSP2 octamers suggest that charge complementarity of the viroplasm-forming proteins guides the specificity of viroplasm formation and, possibly, reassortment restriction between rotavirus groups.

A characteristic of many viral infections is the formation of large inclusion bodies, or viroplasms, within the cell that serve as sites of genome replication and capsid morphogenesis. Although the complex protein-protein and protein-RNA interactions that make up these viral factories are poorly defined, they must provide a microenvironment with the necessary fluidity required for replication and particle-assembly processes to proceed efficiently while supporting the structural integrity of the inclusion. In the case of rotaviruses, members of the Reoviridae, two nonstructural proteins, NSP2 and NSP5, interact to form a membrane-free viroplasm scaffold (32). X-ray crystallographic studies have shown that NSP2 self-assembles into large doughnut-shaped octamers, through tail-to-tail stacking of tetromers (18). Besides having affinity for the dimeric phosphoprotein NSP5 (10), the NSP2 octamer also possesses nonspecific RNA-binding activity (34), possibly mediated by the highly electrostatic grooves that extend diagonally across the tetramer–tetramer interface of the octamer. NSP2 possesses an Mg2+-dependent hydrolysis activity, capable of removing the γ-phosphate from nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) and thus serving as an NTPase (34). This hydrolytic activity is mediated by residues in the cleft region of each NSP2 monomer that form a histidine triad (HIT)-like motif (4), an element common to a large and ubiquitous family of nucleotidyl hydrolases (2) that heretofore has not been seen in a viral protein. Although the unique structural and enzymatic properties of the octamer can be anticipated to be important for virus replication, how these features contribute to viroplasm formation and to processes occurring within the viroplasm has not been resolved.

The rotavirus is an icosahedron consisting of three concentric protein layers that encapsidates 11 segments of dsRNA. The antigenicity of the protein that forms the intermediate layer (VP6) is used to classify rotaviruses into groups (e.g., A, B, and C) (11). Virus strains belonging to the same group can undergo genetic recombination (reassortment) upon coinfection, while strains belonging to different groups cannot. The basis of reassortment restriction between groups is undefined. During cell entry, rotavirions are converted to transcriptionally active double-layered particles that synthesize the template positive-strand RNAs for translation and genome replication. The positive-strand RNAs are packaged into and replicated by core replication intermediates in viroplasms (28). These cores represent icosahedral T = 1 particles surrounded by the core lattice protein, VP2, that contain minor amounts of the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP), VP1, and the 5′-capping enzyme, VP3. NSP2 is associated with these intermediates, possibly through its affinity for single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) or the RdRP.

Although much has been learned about NSP2 through stud-
ies on the purified recombinant form of the protein, our understanding of the role of NSP2 in the biological system is limited. Some insight has been gained by analysis of cells infected with the tsE(1400) strain, a mutant SA11 rotavirus with a temperature-sensitive (ts) lesion mapping to the genome segment (gene 8) encoding NSP2 (29). Notably, at the non-permissive temperature, tsE-infected cells are defective in viroplasm formation, synthesize low levels of viral dsRNA, and overaccumulate empty particles (6). RNA interference experiments have shown similar changes in infected cells in which NSP2 expression has been suppressed (32). These findings suggest a role for NSP2 not only in viroplasm formation, but also in coordinating genome packaging and replication with particle assembly. The critical role of NSP2 in viroplasm formation has been confirmed by transient expression studies, which have shown that the expression of NSP2 in combination with NSP5 promotes assembly of viroplasm-like structures (VLS) (12).

To further understand the role of NSP2 in rotavirus replication, we have initiated a series of structural and biochemical studies designed (i) to address whether the architecture of NSP2 monomer and octamer is conserved across the various groups of rotavirus; (ii) to identify properties of heterologous NSP2 and NSP5 required in support of genome replication and viroplasm formation; and (iii) to define how the various functional properties of NSP2, such as NTPase and RNA-binding activities and viroplasm formation, are partitioned structurally.

In this study, we have determined the atomic structure of NSP2 encoded by the group C Bristol strain of rotavirus (NSP2c), which exhibits only 35% sequence identity with group A NSP2, and compared it to that encoded by the group A SA11 strain (NSP2a). Although the results revealed extensive conservation of NSP2 and NSP5 required in support of genome replication and particle assembly in NSP2a and NSP5 promotes assembly of viroplasm-like structures (VLS) (12).

Materials and Methods

Expression and purification of NSP2. The NSP2 cDNA in the plasmid RotaC seg9/M13 of the Bristol strain (7) was amplified by PCR and cloned into the bacterial expression vector pQE60 (pQE60g8C), such that six His residues were fused to the 3' end of the NSP2 open reading frame (ORF). Bacterially expressed NSP2c was initially purified by Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) affinity chromatography as described for SA11 NSP2 (NSP2a) (34). Polyclonal antiserum to NSP2c were produced in guinea pigs by immunization with 50 μg of protein in Freund's complete adjuvant and again in incomplete adjuvant at weeks 2, 4, and 6.

Preparation of NSP2 for crystallization. NSP2a was expressed in Escherichia coli strain SG13009 (QIAJEN) and purified as described before (18). NSP2c was expressed and purified in the same manner with slight modification. E. coli SG13009 cells containing pQE60g8C were grown to an optical density of 0.7 at 600 nm in Terrific Broth (Invitrogen), when the expression of NSP2c was induced by adding isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to a final concentration of 1 mM. After incubation for 8 to 10 h at 37°C, the bacteria were recovered by centrifugation at 4,200 x g for 30 min. The cell pellet from a 4-liter culture was resuspended in 200 ml of lysis buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, pH 8.0, 40 μg/ml RNase A) and processed twice using a Microfluidizer high-shear processor (model 110Y; Microfluidics, Newton, Mass.). To recover His-tagged NSP2c, the clarified lysate was incubated with 8 ml of Ni-NTA agarose beads (QIAJEN). Subsequently, the beads were washed four times with buffer containing 50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole, pH 8.0, and once with the same buffer, except containing 50 mM imidazole. Protein was eluted with 70 ml of the same buffer containing 250 mM imidazole, and then using a Centricron centrifugation cartridge, the buffer was changed to 10 mM Tris–100 mM NaCl, pH 8.0, with a protein concentration of 4 to 6 mg/ml.

Crystalization. NSP2a was crystallized as described before (18). NSP2c was crystallized by hanging drop vapor diffusion. Microseeding technique was used to grow crystals of better quality. Drops were assembled with 4 μl of protein mixed with 4 μl of well solution [1.5 to 1.7 M (NH4)2SO4, 100 mM morpholinethanesulfonic acid (MES), pH 6.4], and then preincubated overnight. A very small amount of solution from a drop in which a crystal had been crushed was placed at one point of the overnight-preincubated protein drop mixture without moving. Crystals typically grew after several hours.

Data collection and processing. NSP2c crystals were suspended in mother liquor with 0.25 M and then 0.5 M Li2SO4 for 1 min each and transferred into 1 M Li2SO4. Crystals were then plunged-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Diffraction data were collected on SBC-CAT beam line 19ID at the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Laboratory). Data were processed using the HKL2000 (26) software package. Diffraction data for NSP2c crystals under cryo-conditions were collected on the E2 beam line at CHESS (Cornell University).

Structure determination and refinement. The structures of NSP2c and NSP2a (to 2.2-Å resolution) were solved by molecular replacement methods using the previously published 2.6-Å structure of NSP2c as a search model. The molecular replacement solution was obtained using PHASER (24). Model building was carried out manually using the program O (19). Any model bias was examined by computing composite-OMIT maps using CNS (3). Iterative rounds of refinement with subsequent annealing in CNS and model building with O were carried to obtain the final model. Details of the diffraction data analysis and structure refinement are provided in Table S1 of the supplemental material. Optimized multiple superposition was obtained with LSQMAN in the CCP4 suite of programs (9). An electrostatic potential map of the octamer was calculated using Delphi (17). Figures were generated with PYMOL (http://www.pymol.org). The accession code for NSP2c in the Protein Data Base is 2GUO.

Expression vectors. Wild-type (wt) and mutated NSP2a-ORFs were prepared by PCR and subcloned in the T7 transcription vector, SP72. The g8 nomenclature identifies pSP72 with NSP2a-encoding gene 8 cDNAs that have been mutated in the target site for the g8 siRNA, such that the siRNA no longer induces degradation of transcripts made from the vector. The mutations were introduced into the codon wobble positions of the target site and did not alter the NSP2a amino acid sequence. The g8 siRNA target site in the g8 mRNA was cloned into pRS415 (Stratagene) with a QuikChange kit (Stratagene) and the overlapping primer pair 5'-GATG TCTATTTAAAGGACGGTGGCCAGCTGGCAGATGGCCAATAAC-3' and 5'-GTATTATGCTAGGCAGCCTGCCAATG TAGCTTCAACATG AACATC-3'. To prepare the T7 transcription vectors pSP72g8/D36A and pSP72g9C, the NSP2 coding region in pQ60g8/D36A and pQ60g9C was amplified using an Expand high-fidelity PCR kit. The amplified products were digested with EcoRI and XhoI and inserted into the corresponding restriction sites of pSP72. The vectors pSP72g8*-HA and pSP72g9C/K188A-HA were generated by outward PCR using an Expand high-fidelity PCR kit. The amplified DNAs were digested with HindIII and then self-ligated to produce plasmids. The vectors pSP72g8*-ΔC4 and pSP72g8*-AC7 were similarly generated using PCR. The amplified DNAs were digested with EcoRI and XhoI and ligated into corresponding sites of pSP72.

siRNAs and transfection of cells. The g8d and irrelevant (IR) siRNAs (Dharmacon Research) were described previously (32). The control IR siRNA targets the Wa gene 5 RNA, but not any of the SA11 RNAs.

Fetal rhesus monkey kidney (MA104) cells grown in 12-well plates were rinsed with minimal essential medium (MEM) and then overlaid with 1 ml of (Quality Biological Inc., Gaithersburg, MD) MEM per well. Transfections were carried out according to each well a 200-μl volume of Opti-MEM I containing 2% Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen), 0.5 μg of the appropriate T7 transcriptional vector, and/or 0.3 μM siRNA. After incubation for 4 h, 1 ml of MEM containing 20% fetal bovine serum was added to each well. Incubation was then continued for an additional 2 h, at which point cells were infected.
**RESULTS**

Structure of NSP2c. The group A rotaviruses, which include the prototypic strain SA11, are a widespread cause of Life-threatening dehydrating diarrhea in young children (21). In contrast, group C rotaviruses are generally associated with limited outbreaks of diarrheal disease. The group C Bristol strain originated from a family outbreak of gastroenteritis that resulted in the death of a young child (5). Sequencing shows that NSP2c shares limited similarity (57%) and identity (35%) with NSP2a (Fig. 1). As an approach for identifying structural features of NSP2 that are vital to rotavirus replication, we determined the atomic structure of NSP2c and contrasted its architectural features with those of NSP2a.

Recombinant NSP2c with a C-terminal His tag was expressed in bacteria and purified under conditions similar to NSP2a (18). NSP2c crystallized in space group I4 with two molecules in the asymmetric unit of the crystal, in contrast to NSP2a (18), which crystallized in space group I422 with one molecule in the asymmetric unit. Using the X-ray structure of NSP2a (PDB identification no. 1L9V) as an initial phasing model for molecular replacement, we determined the X-ray structure of NSP2c to a 2.8-Å resolution (Fig. 2). After several iterative cycles of model building and refinement, the structure was refined with a final R factor of 0.23 (Rfree = 0.281). Residues Ala 2 to Lys 246 and Tyr 254 to Met 309 from each molecule could be built into the electron density. Recently, we obtained crystals of NSP2a that diffracted to a 2.2-Å resolution (Fig. 2). The structure of NSP2a was determined to 2.2 Å using the previously published 2.6-Å structure (PDB identification no. 1L9V) with an overall R factor of 0.233 (Rfree = 0.268). The refined 2.2-Å structure consists of residues Ala 2 to Pro 295.
and Pro 299 to Val 312. The 2.2-Å NSP2a structure is essentially the same as the 2.6-Å structure, except that some loops are better defined and several water molecules are easily identified.

Despite only 35% identity, the overall tertiary structure of the NSP2c monomer is very similar to that of the NSP2a monomer with distinct N-terminal and C-terminal domains separated by a deep cleft (Fig. 1 and 2). The root mean square deviation between the two structures is 1.8 Å for the matching Ca atoms. Located in the cleft are the residues forming a HIT-like motif implicated in nucleotide binding and hydrolysis (4). When the structures of the NSP2a and NSP2c monomers are superimposed, the proposed catalytic residues of the cleft (His 225 and His 221 of NSP2a and His 222 and His 218 of NSP2c) are closely matched (Fig. 2C), indicating a conservation of the active site.

The major difference between the NSP2a and NSP2c monomers concerns the loop formed by residues 170 to 185 (Fig. 2B). In particular, NSP2c lacks residues corresponding to residues 183 to 185 of NSP2a, thus leaving NSP2c with a shorter loop structure (arrow in Fig. 2A and B). This difference appears to influence the overall positioning of the C-terminal domain, with noticeable displacements in the positions of four α-helices in the C-terminal domain of NSP2c. In the NSP2c crystal, the two molecules (A and B) in the asymmetric unit have nearly identical structures, superimposing with a root mean square deviation of 0.58 Å for matching Ca atoms. The main difference, however, between the two monomeric forms in the NSP2c asymmetric unit is that, in molecule A, the C-terminal domain is moved slightly further away from the N-terminal domain. This domain movement appears to be facilitated by the small changes within the same loop region (residues 170 to 182) that distinguish the NSP2a and NSP2c monomers.

Despite different space groups, both NSP2a and NSP2c form octameric structures with tail-to-tail stacking of two four-fold related tetramers using crystallographic symmetry (Fig. 3A and B). For NSP2a, the octamer represents a 422 (d4) crystallographic symmetry, whereas for NSP2c the octamer represents only four-fold (c4) symmetry. The two octamers are essentially of the same dimensions with NSP2c octamer being slightly shorter by about ~5 Å along the four-fold axis, and wider by the same amount along the axis perpendicular to the four-fold axis. Comparison of the NSP2 octamers by superposition of the Ca backbone of each subunit shows that their minor differences reflect the small variations described above in their monomeric subunit structures. The most striking difference between NSP2a and NSP2c octamers is in the distribution of surface electrostatic charges (Fig. 3C and D). The surface of the NSP2a octamer is significantly more basic than that of the NSP2c octamer, especially along the four grooves that run diagonally across the tetramer-tetramer interface. Based on their basic nature, the grooves were proposed to serve as the RNA-binding sites of the octamer (18). More recently, cryo-electron microscopy studies have shown that grooves not only represent RNA-binding sites but also NSP5-binding sites as well (Jiang et al., unpublished data). Notably, while each subunit of the NSP2 octamer contains an NTP-binding site, the RNA- and NSP5-binding grooves are formed by intersubunit interactions in the octamer. Thus, the ability of NSP2 to self-
assemble into an octamer is critical for its interaction with RNA and NSP5.

**Novel NSP2-dependent complementation system.** Biochemical analyses have indicated that NSP2c, like NSP2a, has ssRNA-binding and NTPase activity, albeit with somewhat varying specific activities (data not shown). The conserved nature of the architecture of the NSP2a and NSP2c octamers and their NTPase and RNA-binding activities indicate that these structural and biochemical features are critical to rotavirus replication. Moreover, the extensive similarity in the features of NSP2a and NSP2c raises the possibility that one can substitute for the other during virus replication.

To establish a biologically relevant system to study the features of NSP2, particularly in the context of genome replication and viroplasm formation, we developed a novel complementation system wherein rotavirus replication was made dependent on the availability of NSP2 provided in trans. Two critical aspects of the system are as follows. (i) Instead of infecting cells with wt SA11, cells were infected with the tsE(1400) strain, a mutant virus encoding NSP2 with a ts mutation (A152V). At permissive temperature (31°C), the tsE strain grows to a titer that is ~1011 higher than at nonpermissive temperature (39°C). As shown by IF staining (Fig. 4A), tsE-infected cells maintained at 39°C are defective in viroplasm formation. Although well-developed viroplasms can be detected in tsE-infected cells maintained at 31°C, such viroplasms can be detected in SA11-infected cells maintained at either 31 or 39°C (Fig. 4A). Based on 32Pi labeling, the amount of dsRNA produced in tsE-infected cells maintained at 39°C is ~100-fold less than that produced at 31°C (Fig. 4B). (ii) An SA11 gene 8-specific (g8D) siRNA was transfected into tsE-infected cells to suppress the expression of virus-encoded NSP2a. In previous studies, g8D siRNA was shown to reduce NSP2a expression in SA11-infected cells by ~10-fold, thereby inhibiting viroplasm formation (32). Thus, in this NSP2-dependent complementation system, the supply of functional NSP2a required to support dsRNA synthesis and viroplasm formation was suppressed by not only using a ts form of NSP2a, but also by using an siRNA to reduce the expression of ts NSP2a. Because the transfection efficiency of MA104 cells was limited to 80 to 90% (32), 10 to 20% of the cells in the complementation system were infected with the tsE strain, but failed to receive g8D siRNA. The presence of the tsE strain in the g8D siRNA-free cells provided the advantage of preventing the high levels of background genome replication and particle assembly that
would have occurred if wt SA11 virus had been used in the complementation system instead of the tsE strain.

To provide a source of recombinant NSP2a in the complementation system, we used vaccinia virus vTF7.3 (13) to synthesize NSP2a mRNAs from T7 transcription vectors transfected into tsE-infected cells. This system was selected over cytomegalovirus-driven plasmids to express proteins in vivo because it provided for more rapid and higher levels of protein expression, mimicking more closely the NSP2 expression pattern during rotavirus infection. Earlier studies have also shown that productive rotavirus replication occurs despite coinfection of cells with vaccinia virus (8, 23). Vector-derived NSP2 transcripts, unlike the parallel NSP2 transcripts generated by the virus, were not degraded by g8D siRNA-induced RISC complexes due to the introduction of silent mutations into the siRNA target sequence of the NSP2a cDNA. In this article, NSP2a originating from vector-derived transcripts resistant to degradation by g8D siRNA-induced RISC complexes is identified with an asterisk (e.g., NSP2a*).

Complementation assays were performed via a two-step procedure in which MA104 cells were initially cotransfected with either g8D siRNA or an IR control siRNA and with a transcription vector specifying either NSP2 vectors or control green fluorescent protein (GFP) transcripts. Six hours later, the cells were coinfected with the tsE strain and vTF7.3 and maintained at 39°C, sometimes in the presence of 32P or 35S-labeled amino acids, until 12 or more h.p.i., when harvested. A comparison of the effects of transfection of various combinations of siRNAs and transcription vectors into tsE/vTF7.3-infected MA104 cells is shown in Fig. 5. As shown by Western blot assay, the g8D siRNA was efficient in knocking down the expression of NSP2a in tsE-infected cells which lacked an NSP2a transcription vector (Fig. 5A, lane 3). The loss of NSP2a was correlated with the nearly complete loss of dsRNA synthesis. Cotransfection of tsE/vTF7.3-infected cells with g8D siRNA and a vector producing g8D siRNA-sensitive transcripts resulted in low levels of NSP2a expression and little increase in levels of dsRNA synthesis (Fig. 5A, lane 3). In contrast, cotransfection with g8D siRNA and a vector producing g8D siRNA-resistant transcripts resulted in a marked increase in NSP2a* expression (Fig. 5A, lane 4) and led to levels of dsRNA synthesis exceeding those occurring in tsE/vTF7.3-infected cells containing the g8D siRNA by 5- to 15-fold and in cells containing IR siRNA by 2- to 3-fold (Fig. 5A, lane 1). Therefore, NSP2a* provided in trans compensated for the replication-deficient phenotype of tsE-infected cells in which the expression of virus-encoded NSP2a was suppressed with the g8D siRNA.

IF analysis showed that tsE/vTF7.3-infected cells transfected with g8D siRNA and expressing NSP2a* contained viroplasms (Fig. 5B) like those formed in SA11-infected cells (Fig. 4A). Hence, NSP2a* expression not only restored viroplasm formation but also promoted development of viroplasms. However, in these cells, only a fraction of the transiently expressed NSP2a* localized to viroplasms, with the majority diffusely distributed in the cytoplasm. Since NSP2a and NSP5a (i.e., NSP5 encoded by group A virus) codirect viroplasm formation, the failure of a large fraction of transiently expressed NSP2a* to localize to viroplasms may be due to the disproportionate overexpression

![Figure 5](http://jvi.asm.org/)

**FIG. 5.** Rescue of dsRNA synthesis by NSP2a*. MA104 cells were transfected with either IR or g8D siRNA: a vector expressing GFP, NSP2a, or NSP2a*; and infected with vTF7.3 and the tsE strain. At 12 h.p.i., the infected cells were analyzed for protein expression, dsRNA synthesis, and viroplasm formation. (A) NSP2a expression was monitored by Western blot assay, and 32P-labeled viral dsRNAs from cell lysates were analyzed by electrophoresis on 12% polyacrylamide gels and autoradiography. Relative amounts of 32P-labeled dsRNA, adjusted for background, were determined using a phosphorimager. The level of replication was normalized to that in the control cells receiving IR siRNA (lane 1) and is reported as a mean of four independent quantitations with standard errors of 0.1 for the values in lanes 2 and 3 and 0.5 for the value in lane 4. αNSP2a, anti-NSP2a. (B) Viroplasms were detected in tsE strain-infected cells transfected with g8D siRNA and a T7 vector expressing NSP2a* by IF assay (NSP2, green; NSP5, red; colocalization, yellow; nuclei, blue).

**FIG. 6.** Quantitation of virus yield. The experiment shown in Fig. 5 was performed three times with similar results. The raw data were processed with Microsoft Excel version 2003, and the yields were calculated using the formula: yield of virus (titer) = (number of plaque-forming units) × (VOL. 80, 2006 STRUCTURE-FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF ROTAVIRUS NSP2 OCTAMER 7989)

**Virus assembly in NSP2a*-containing cells.** The standard method of plaque titration could not be used to measure viroplasm assembly in complementation assays due to the presence of both the tsE strain and vTF7.3 in cell lysates. As an alternative, triple-layered particle (TLP) formation was measured by preparing lysates from tsE-infected cells that were transfected with IR siRNA, g8D siRNA, or g8D siRNA and an NSP2a* expression vector and maintained in media containing 35S-labeled amino acids. Virions in the lysates were detected by CsCl centrifugation, followed by electrophoresis of the gradient fractions (Fig. 6). Virions were identified based on their density (ρ = 1.36 g/ml) and protein content, notably, the inner, intermediate, and outer shell proteins VP2, VP6, and VP7, respectively. Fractions containing virions were pooled, and the yield of infectious virus was quantified by IFF assay using anti-VP6 antisera. The analysis revealed that NSP2a* expression in the g8D siRNA-transfected cells promoted viroplasm assembly to levels approximately four- to sixfold higher than that of similarly treated cells not producing NSP2a* (Fig. 6). Thus, NSP2a* expression rescued defects in viroplasm formation, ge-
nome replication, and virion assembly in tsE-infected cells containing g8D siRNA, findings validating the potential of the complementation system as a tool for dissecting the structure and function of NSP2.

**NTPase activity of NSP2 is required for dsRNA synthesis.**

NSP2 has been implicated in rotavirus replication and packaging (6, 27, 29), but the contribution of the NTPase activity of NSP2 to these processes is uncertain. The enzymatic activity could be anticipated to have an essential function, given the conservation of the HIT-like motif in the NSP2a and NSP2c octamer and the retention of the activity. To examine this possibility, the abilities of two mutant forms of NSP2a (K188A and H225A) possessing little or no NTPase activity were assayed in the complementation system for the ability to support genome replication and viroplasm formation. The NTPase-defective phenotype of K188A* and H225A* results from mutation of conserved residues that make up the HIT-like motif (4). The sedimentation properties of the bacterially expressed K188A and H225A were indistinguishable from that of NSP2a (4), indicating that the mutant forms of NSP2 retained the octamer conformation. The complementation assay showed that K188A* failed to promote dsRNA synthesis above the level detected in control cells lacking transiently expressed NSP2 (Fig. 7A, lanes 2 and 4). The level of dsRNA synthesis with K188A* was less than that in cells containing NSP2a* (Fig. 7A, lane 3). Thus, the NTPase-defective phenotype was correlated with an inability of NSP2a* to support genome replication, indicating that the NTPase activity of NSP2 is critical for virus replication. Similar results were obtained using H225A* in the complementation system (data not shown).

To determine whether K188A* and H225A* were defective in supporting viroplasm formation, cells expressing these proteins in complementation assays were analyzed by IF. As shown in Fig. 7B, K188A* supported the formation of numerous large viroplasms, like those formed in cells expressing NSP2a*. Similar viroplasms were detected in cells expressing...
that the HA tag interfered with NSP2 function not by perturbing a direct role of the C terminus in dsRNA synthesis, but more likely by obstructing other undefined functional domains of the octamer.

**Group C NSP2 fails to substitute for group A NSP2.** The similarity of the NSP2a and NSP2c octamers both in their structure and activity (NTPase and RNA binding) suggests that these proteins are capable of substituting for one another in the viral life cycle. To address this possibility, we used the complementation system to test whether transiently expressed NSP2c*, in place of NSP2a*, could support genome replication and viroplasm formation in tsE-infected cells. As shown in Fig. 8A, little or no dsRNA was produced in cells containing NSP2c (lane 6), similar to results with K188A* (lane 4). On the other hand, cells containing NSP2a* (lane 3) synthesized dsRNA to levels similar to that of cells containing virion-encoded NSP2a (lane 1). NSP2a/D36A*, a form of NSP2a with a nondisruptive mutation mapping to the tetramer-tetramer interface of the octamer and positioned away from any putative ligand-binding site, also supported dsRNA to levels comparable to that of NSP2a*. Taken together, these results show that despite structural similarity, the NSP2c octamer cannot functionally replace NSP2a in supporting replication of the tsE strain, a group A rotavirus.

The complementation system showed that NSP2c* not only failed to support dsRNA synthesis in tsE-infected cells, but based on IF analysis, also failed to nucleate viroplasm forma-
tion with NSP5a (Fig. 8B). Instead, NSP2c* and tsE-encoded NSP5a were diffusely distributed throughout the cytoplasm. Similarly, transient coexpression of NSP2c and NSP5a in uninfected cells did not generate VLS. These data indicate that NSP2c cannot interact with NSP5a for VLS formation. Because both the NSP2a and NSP2c octamers share similar non-specific RNA-binding and NTPase activities, it seems doubtful that either of these has something to do with the failure of NSP2c to support viroplasm formation. Instead, given the obvious difference in the electrostatic surface potential of the NSP2a and NSP2c octamers, it seems more reasonable to predict that the unique surface charge on the Bristol species prevented it from interacting with NSP5a in such a way as to form the NSP2-NSP5 complexes required for viroplasm assembly.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we report that NSP2a and NSP2c display a considerable degree of structural conservation, both in their fold as monomers and in the arrangement of NSP2a and NSP2c monomers within octamers. NSP2a and NSP2c also retain a common HIT-like fold and use a nearly identical set of residues to create the HIT-like signature motif that is associated with the NTPase activity of the protein. Although sharing a similar architecture, assays performed with an NSP2-dependent complementation system show that NSP2c cannot functionally replace NSP2a, as it fails to rescue genome replication in NSP2a-depleted cells infected with a group A virus. This failure appears connected to the inability of NSP2c to interact appropriately with NSP5a to form viroplasms in rotavirus-infected cells. This is also consistent with the observation that coexpression of NSP2c and NSP5a fails to stimulate VLS formation. Likewise, the coexpression of NSP2a and NSP5c does not result in VLS formation (unpublished data). The molecular interactions that are required to generate NSP2-NSP5 complexes have not been defined; however, considering that NSP2a (pI ~9.02) is more basic than NSP2c (pI ~8.6) and that NSP5c (pI ~4.9) is significantly more acidic than NSP5a (pI ~6.7), it is likely that charge complementarity plays an important role. GRASP (graphical representation of surface potential) analysis shows that the distribution of charged residues on the NSP2c octamer is quite distinct from that on the NSP2a octamer (Fig. 3C and D). The different arrangement of charges on the NSP2c octamer may make the NSP2c incompatible for the necessary interactions with NSP5a, required to generate the complexes that serve as building blocks in viroplasm formation. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that one of the minor structural differences observed between the NSP2a and NSP2c octamers (e.g., 170-to-185 loop) accounts for their functional incompatibility.

Previous studies analyzing the formation of TLPs by coexpression of different combinations of group A and C capsid proteins have shown that these proteins can functionally substitute for each other in assembly, thereby allowing the production of chimeric particles (22). The fact that such chimeric particles can be generated indicates that surface residues on the group A and C capsid proteins that drive the necessary protein-protein interactions required for particle assembly are conserved. Thus, while some interactions between group A and C proteins are possible, such as those involving capsid proteins, other interactions are not, such as those for the nonstructural proteins NSP2 and NSP5. The inability of NSP2 and NSP5 of different rotavirus groups to collaborate in forming chimeric viroplasms may preclude the establishment of viral factories in coinfected cells with the capacity to replicate and package, simultaneously, genomes belonging to two different groups. Without such chimeric viroplasms, formation of reassortants by the mixed packaging of newly replicated dsRNA into progeny cores is, presumably, not possible. Indeed, given the essential contribution of viroplasms to packaging and replication of the viral genome, an inability of the NSP2 and NSP5 proteins of different rotavirus groups to function together in viroplasm assembly would impose a dominating insurmountable restriction on reassortment, one that could not be overcome even if all other viral proteins were fully compatible in their functions.

To establish a biologically relevant assay system for the study of NSP2 function, we infected cells with a mutant virus containing a ts lesion mapping to the NSP2 gene (tsE) and used an siRNA to induce the degradation of the NSP2 gene in the tsE-infected cells. This combination at the nonpermissive temperature resulted in little or no NSP2 expression, dsRNA replication, and viroplasm formation in the cell, establishing the basis for the creation of an NSP2-dependent complementation system. The success in applying the NSP2-dependent complementation system to the analysis of NSP2 mutants in the viral life cycle suggests that combinations of other SA11 ts mutants and siRNAs may be similarly used for defining the functions of other rotavirus proteins: VP1 (tsC), VP2 (tsF), VP3 (tsB), VP4 (tsA), and VP6 (tsO) (14). Interestingly, although providing NSP2 in trans in the NSP2-dependent complementation system stimulated dsRNA synthesis, viroplasm formation, and TLP assembly, the levels of these events were not as high as those that occur in wt SA11-infected cells. The explanation for this is not known, but may, to some extent, reflect the technical impossibility of successfully introducing two viruses, one siRNA, and one plasmid into all the cells used in these experiments. Others have also encountered difficulties in creating protein-dependent complementation systems that can fully restore levels of virus replication. An investigation of this limitation for a complementation system developed for flock house virus indicates that the failure of the protein provided in trans to support replication events may be a reflection of not just how much protein is made, but also where the protein is made in the cell (36). That is, fully restoring levels of virus replication may require the trans protein to be produced in a manner that is spatially coordinated with the site in which the protein is utilized. In the case of the NSP2-dependent complementation system, it may be reasoned that NSP2 in trans does not support rotavirus replication with maximum efficiency because much of the protein is made distantly from the viroplasms in which the protein is needed, instead of being made in polysomal fields adjoining viroplasms.

By using the complementation assay, we provide the first evidence of the dependency of rotavirus dsRNA synthesis on nucleotide hydrolysis by NSP2. The importance of this finding is underscored by the uniqueness of this activity. Unlike other viral NTPases, NSP2 does not belong to the large superfamily of viral NTPases/helicases that carry one or more of the characteristic Walker motifs (15, 16, 20). Instead, based on struc-
tural homology, a HIT-like motif was identified as the putative site for nucleotide binding and hydrolysis in NSP2 (18) and later confirmed by site-directed mutagenesis (4). This was the first report of a viral NTPase that shared features with a prototype member in the large and ubiquitous nucleotide-binding HIT family of proteins. Another uncommon feature of the NTPase activity of NSP2 is that it is not stimulated by ssRNA and does not drive a helicase-like function. However, NSP2 does possess an NTP- and Mg\textsuperscript{2+}-independent helix-distabilizing activity (35), a passive function that is purely stoichiometric and not kinetic and that is often found associated with viral ssDNA binding proteins (1, 25, 30, 33).

Most viral NTPases are believed to be involved in duplex unwinding during transcription, packaging, replication, translation, recombination, or repair (15). In this study, we show that genome replication does not proceed without nucleotide hydrolysis by NSP2 in rotavirus-infected cells despite the formation of viroplasm. A simple interpretation of this finding is that the NTPase activity of NSP2 comes into play after the establishment of subcellular sites for replication and assembly, possibly during the formation of replication intermediates. Because nucleotide binding occurs in the interdomain cleft region in each NSP2 monomer (4) and induces conformation shifts in the NSP2 octamer from a more relaxed to a compact conformation (31), one would predict that nucleotide-induced conformational shifts transduce structural changes in the neighboring electropositive grooves of the NSP2 octamer. These deep grooves are sites where the ssRNA is believed to wrap around the periphery of the octamer (18). Hence, nucleotide binding and hydrolysis could regulate the interaction of NSP2 with ssRNA. The recent finding that an ssRNA molecule with a 5′-phosphate is a better substrate for the hydrolytic activity of NSP2 than an NTP and involves the same HIT-like motif in nucleotide hydrolysis by the rotavirus RNA-packaging protein NSP2 (2). J. Biol. Chem. 279:10624–10633.


